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CO UN TE.,N TELLIGENCE

"Jews can't be at peace if we don't react strongly.....
anger and fear need expression too.....
-Murray Friedman
American Jewish Committee

Zionists tied to 'Nazi' organizing
This week's Counterintelligence section scrutinizes the

mercenary force recently in southern California said to
be involved in international assassination deployments.

United States. These groups are now being reorganized

been linked to a NATO intelligence project to create a

preceding the 1980 presidential election.

the V.S., Europe and the Mideast by immersing recruits

workings of the terrorist Jewish Defense League and
closely allied Anglo-Zionist intelligence networks in the

to spread terrorist chaos in the u.s. in the months
There are two aspects of this project insofar as it

involves JDL-type paramilitary groups in the V.S.

which can be identified: namely, the use of these groups

This same "independent" mercenary team has also

synthetic Black March terrorist gang for operations in

of Latin origin in the language training program at the
V.S. military's facility in Monterey, California. Liaison

between the two projects is repgrtedly provided by

as a vehicle to manipulate conflicts between Nazi and

Israeli intelligence Colonel Zwy Aldouby.

and the creation of a credible cover for professional

and allied Zionist paramilitary groups in the V.S.

Dark Ages" policy.

taking effective 'countermeasures against them. The

Tory Party leader Margaret Thatcher as British Prime

legitimate-or at least underst!!ndable-Jewish reaction

"anti-Nazi" forces, as well as reh,lted racial conflicts;

assassinations of leading opponents of London's "New

The last few days, especially since the election of

Minister, sources' report, have seen a 'broadening of

joint activity between British, Israeli and U.S. intelli
gence.

This activity includes a series of deployments to

recruit new

forces

to

the ranks of

Zionist

paramilitary groups in the United States:
•

JDL founder Meir Kahane, currently

a

lobby

leader of

the far right Kach political faction in Israel, returned

to the V.S. two weeks ago for a nationwide lecture tour
and recruitment drive for his newly formed Conference
of Jewish Activists.
•

Representatives of Israeli Prime Minister Begin's

own Herut Party are also known to be visiting East

Coast U.S. cities with funds to build up the Herut's
BETAR paramilitary youth arm.
•

Knesset member Shmuel Flatto-Sharon, who is

currently wanted in France on stock and diamond

-

--- - - -- � - -

swindling charges,
-

--

- --

is known to have established a
. -

-
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'Two frauds have been propagated about the JDL

which have restrained law enforcement personnel from
first myth is that JDL terrorism somc!how represents a

, to the bestial crimes committeifbythe Nazis during

World War II. The second is that the JDL and other

such groups act independently of more "respectable"
Zionist lobby institutions.

"Cutouts"

But it is a well known, if not publicly acknowledged,

fact among informed leading political and intelligence

circles that both the Nazi and "anti-Nazi" sides of such

racial conflicts' as the highly publicized plans of the

Nazi Party to march in Skokie, Ill., last spring were

run through the same Anglo-Zionist intelligence net

works. In fact, many of the helmeted and club-wielding

JDL youth seen in the streets chanting "Never Again"

have been interchangeably used as provocateurs for Ku
Klux

Klan and neo-Nazi violence. The case study

below of a proposed Nazi Party rally in Philadelphia

will document this.

The Philadelphia "Nazi" scandal was not the case

of 'an

isolated

kook

who managed

to

fool

the

popUlation of an entire city temporarily. Rather, it was

an all-too-typical Anglo-Zionist destabilization attempt
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which backfired, forcing the press to report at least
partially the ugly story underlying the so-called "wave"

reputed Midwestern narcotics kingpin Max Fisher, the

confrontation at Skokie.

(Court Jews), City-of-London based families such as

of Klan and Nazi terrorism since the staged

1978

Meyer Lansky, gangland political "fixer" Roy Cohn,

Bronfman family, and so on. Through such Hojjuden

Skokie-style terrorism is coordinated through a

the Montefiores, Rothschilds, Mocattas, Goldsmids,

the identity of a political intelligence operation's real

Zionism, Israeli intelligence serves as a mere proxy for

hierarchy of "cutouts"-intermediaries used to protect

instigators. Despite the shocking evidence which

emerged in the Philadelphia press linking V.S. Nazi

groups to the JDL, most of the articles-e.g. coverage

in the New

.

York Ti mes-were at best "controlled
I

etc., who were instrumental in founding the cult of

British intelligence in many of the dirty operations in

the V.S.

For Skokie-style terrorism, this interwoven coordi

nating

center

can also draw upon private

British

leaks" touchmg only the lowest echelons of the overall
operation.

from the "left-wing" Vnited Auto Workers-League for

Philadelphia, and in similar events planned for this

Leonard Woodcock and attorneys Joe Rauh, Jr. and

Dark Ages" policy, a policy which aims at what its

Review-Heritage Foundation gang launched by Max

advanced

which

Though each may publicly charge the other with

Sir John Hackett's game plan of V.S.-Soviet thermo

. nuclear confrontation to stop Soviet industrial progress

British pedigree. These networks interface directly with
those Zionist lobby institutions directly responsible for

Elizabeth through Thatcher and Lord Carrington is to

centers in the V.S. as the Committee on the Present

Vance might put it, "a new world order based on

magazine, and the National Committee on Foreign

At the highest level, what was attempted in Skokie,

summer are elements of the British oligarchy's "New
proponents term
sector

"controlled disintegration"
industrial

economies,

and

of the

further hopes to successfully employ British General

as well. The object of the policies put forw�rd by Queen

turn back the clock of industrial progress to, as Cyrus
environmentalism." From the standpoint of this oli

garchical elite, whose feudal policies dominate Britain,

the waves of Nazi and "anti-Nazi" Freikorps that will

political intelligence networks in the V.S., ranging

Industrial Democracy crowd of Ambassador to China

Stephen

Schlossberg,

to the

"right-wing"

National

Eastman, James Burnham, and William F. Buckley.

"bastardy" on occasions, both share the same "liberal"

JDL terrorism through such "New Dark Age" policy

Danger, the Cold Warriors of the AJC's Commentary
Policy.

Finally, at the gutter level of individual terrorists

there is no difference between the Nazis and the so

be" deployed for Skokie-style violence are merely a

called "anti-Nazis" deployed against them. Participants

that

players" in a Zionist lobby "soap opera" scenario

modernized variant of the brigand armies and cults
their

ancestors

among

the

British and black

the

Nazi/"anti-Nazi"

oligarchy of Europe sponsored during the Hundred
Years

War.

In their

eyes,

rampage will help create the instability guaranteeing

the 1980 election of a "strongman" advocate of the
'\New Dark Ages" like Gen. Alexander Haig.

in both "sides" are merely the thinly sketched "bit

which can be cast interchangeably.

I. The Philadelphia Nazi scandal

"
On Feb. 16, 1979, "James Guttmann" applied for a

permit to hold a combined demonstration of the Nazi

London and Israeli Intelligence

Party and Ku Klux Klan at Philadelphia's Independ

The political intelligence networks maintained by these
evil oligarchists both directly and through such proxies

ence Hall. Within hours, the Jewish Defense League

London's "Our Crowd" investment banking families)

armed

for stage-managed conflicts like Skokie, III.

potentially far-reaching repercussions.

as the Zionist lobby (headed in the V.S. by the City of

spans the entire "right-left" political spectrum needed
Three

institutions

in particular have served

as

coordinating centers : the "Fact Finding Department"

of the B'nai B!rith Anti-Defamation League's Civil

was mobilized as the leaders of a Coalition to Stop the
Nazis and Klan which announced that it would hold an
counterdemonstration.

loomed,

the

city

of

As

the

confrontation

Philadelphia braced

for

its

But within six days, the crisis had passed. The Nazi-"

Klan coalition had called off its demonstration when

its organizer refused to appear in court and disbanded,

Rights Division; the "Trends Analysis Division" of the

the Zionist-organized countercoalition likewise. It had

directly. Israeli intelligence, protected by the V.S. State

was actually Mordecai Levy. Levy, sources reported, is

American Jewish Committee; and Israeli intelligence

Department and intelligence community through agree

ments which permit Israeli intelligence to operate with

impunity against V.S. citizens, not only serves as liaison
between the ADL and AJC, but with a professionally

trained terrorist and assassination capability run by

such Zionist Mafia circles as organized crime czar
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come to light that the Nazi leader, "James Guttmann,"

an agent of both the American Jewish Committee and
the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith as well as

a leader of a New JDL terrorist cell. Levy, moreover,

had stayed at the Philadelphia residence of the local
JDL leader, who hosted meetings of the anti-Nazi

Zionist counterdemonstrators while he organized the
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Klan and Nazi demonstrators. The Jew-hating Nazis

and the Nazi-hating Jews were the same people. In
other words, the Anti-Defamation League and Ameri

can Jewish Committee had been running both sides of
a vicious hoax.

Apart from their adherence to the "Dark Ages"

chaos

policy,

the

ADL and

AJC

have

a

further

rationale for such activity: to extort financial support

from a terrified Jewish community and to reinforce the

attend the Independence Hall rally. These Klan groups

were implicated in an earlier conspiracy to bomb the

Trenton, N.J. headquarters of the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People, an action

instigated by a confessed agent of the ADL and Israeli
military intelligence, James Rosenberg (a.k.a. Jimmy
Mitchell).

"Doesn't work here, anymore"

paranoid myth that strict adherence to Zionist organi

Pulling the strings to control these and other Klan

unchangeably anti-Semitic world. Mordecai Levy along

a secret Anglo-Zionist inteIligence team working under

entire city of Philadelphia for a week-including the

Defamation League. Levy's role as an undercover agent

zations is a Jew's only reliable protection from an

with his JDL accomplices succeeded in terrorizing the

estimated 10- 15,000 refugees from Nazi concentration
camps who live there.

That was a conscious goal of this Zionist lobby

"protection racket." Here's how it worked:

Nazi gangs through Levy-Guttmann, sources say, was

cover of the American Jewish Committee and Anti

for the American Jewish Committee was first confirmed

by

a

source

closely

associated

with

Israeli

Prime

Minister Menachem Begin. Milton Ellerin, head of the
AJe's

Trends

Analysis

Division

(the

"dirty tricks

The operation began on Feb. 16 when Mordecai

department"), made several revealing admissions to

Philadelphia to apply for a rally permit in the name of

Daily News. Nicholson quoted Ellerin: '''Roughly six
months ago I got a call from someone (Levy) I had

Levy walked into the National Park Service office in

the American Nazi Party, using the pseudonym James
Guttmann.

According to Levy-Guttmann's taunting

statement on the application, the rally was intended as
"a white power rally to show white masses unity of

reporter Jim Nicholson in the March 13 Philadelphia

never heard of or seen, who said he was concerned

about the inroads the Klan and Nazis were making,'

Ellerin said. 'He said he didn't think the JDL was

white race and to show the world niggers and jews are

effective enough and wanted to work with an estab

tions . . . equipment," Levy-Guttmann put: "swastika,

to share with me his information . . . Levy said he filled

cowards." Under the category for "catering, decora
banners, Nazi

uniforms,

KKK

paraphernalia-will

burncross (sic), swastika picket signs with 'Hitler Was

Right-Gas Commie Jews'."

.
Levy-Guttmann identified himself on the application

lished, major Jewish organization. He said he wanted
out one of the James Guttmann applications.'" Ellerin

admitted to meeting with Levy before Levy applied for
the Nazi Party rally permit. A member of the AJe's
Personnel Department was equally revealing: . "Oh,

as "leading coordinator" for the Chicago-based Na

Mordecai Levy, he doesn't work here anymore."

Collin, was born the son of a Nazi concentration camp

associated with the so-called "Fact Finding Depart

intelligence sources and terrorists experts to be an ADL

Irving Suall, oversees' a vast, interchangeable web of

tional Socialist Party of America whose Fahrer, Frank

inmate named Cohn. Collin-Cohn, believed by many
agent, threatened to march his brownshirted goon

squads through the streets of Skokie, III., last July 4.
Skokie, the prototype of what was planned in Philadel
phia and elsewhere this summer, was targeted because

its large

Jewish

population

includes

thousands of

survivors of Nazi concentration camps.

U.S. intelligence sources state that Levy is also

ment" of the Anti-Defamation League, whose director,
"right" and "left" terrorist provocateurs.

Suall's background is that of a leading

agent-of-influence.

Educated

at

Oxford

British

University,

where he joined the Labour Club, Suall became head of
the Jewish Labor Committee,

and

then

national

organizer for the International Ladies Garment Work

Frank Collin-Cohn told a reporter for the Philadel

ers Union. Finally, he was national secretary for the

he would come to Philadelphia to lead the rally himself.

after the Philadelphia Nazi scandal broke, Suall refused

phia Jou�nal Feb. 16 that there was a "50-50 chance"

Socialist Party, before joining the ADL. Contacted

Collin-Cohn publicly warned that if he arrived, his men

to confirm or deny that Levy was his agent.

rifles. "

also an "informant" for Tom Lock of the Federal

would be armed: "We prefer for our people to carry
Levy also claimed affiliation with the National

Related intelligence sources report that Levy was

Bureau of Investigation. As FBI Freedom of Informa

Socialist White Peoples Party, founded originally as the

tion Act documents show, this is by no means the first

also a Zionist lobby agent provocateur.

"doubling"

American Nazi Party by George Lincoln Rockwell,

Using the alias "James Frank," Levy-Guttman also

recruited the Pennsylvania and New Jersey branches of
the

Confederation

of

Independent

Orders

of

the

Invisible Empire, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan to
May 28-June 4, 1979

time

that

the

ADL

their

and

AJC

right-wing

have

succeeded

provocateurs

as

in

FBI

informants. Another notorious case involves Eugene
Tabbhut, who was planted by the ADL and AJC as

Chief of the Klan Bureau of Investigation for Robert

Shelton's

United
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1970s, where he determined who was acceptable as a

Klan member and had a direct input in planning Klan
violence.

'An ancient Jewish tradition'

Throughout the time he was organizing Klan and Nazi
gangs for the rally, Levy was living in the home of

Philadelphia JOL executive director Ed Ramov. Like

Milton Ellerin, Ramov tries to minimize his ties to

Levy-sometimes with amusing effect. From early press

statements it is apparent that it was Ramov who first
recruited Levy as a Zioni� agent when Levy was a
teenager attending the Young

Israel Synagogue (a

nationwide JOL front) of Oxford Circle, of which

Ramov is board chairinan. Yet, in an interview with

Philadelphia Daily News reporter Jim Nicholson March

,13, Ramov is quoted as saying that he took Levy in
. "without question

because

it is an ancient Jewish

tradition to give shelter to a traveler, even if he is a
stranger."

Other incidents of cabalistic intrigue which Ramov

would probably like to pass off as "an ancient Jewish

tradition" are the meetings held in his home, where he
presented

"Jewish leader"

Levy

to discuss armed

counterdemonstrations against "Nazi leader" Levy's
Klan/Nazi

followers. According

to

a

March

15

Philadelphia Journal article, the ostensible trigger for

this frenzied planning was a copy of Levy-Guttmann's

rally application, which was somehow mysteriously

tacked on Ramov's door with a note that read: "If the

Jews try to stop us from marching, there will be

trouble, even death." Ramov responded: " If they (the

Nazis) attempt to march in this city, they're going to

have their heads split open."

In the " In Black and White" column by Bill Taylor

of the Journal March 16, one of the JOL's war councils

groups

and

others previously

involved in a

Stop

(Mayor) Rizzo Coalition-including the United Peo

ple's Campaign Against Apartheid and Racism, the
Communist

Party

Marxist-Leninist,

the

Coalition

Against Racism and Sexism-announced the founding

of a Stop the Nazis and Klan Coalition.

Fear and anger

While

the

JOL,

assorted

"leading coordinator"

"left"

gangs,

and

Nazi

Mordecai Levy were girding

themselves for street battles, leaders of Zionist organi
zations fanned hysteria throughout the Jewish com

munity. Not surprisinglyit was Murray Friedman, AJC
Middle Atlantic States director, who took the lead in

inciting victimized Philadelphia Jews to greet the Nazi
stormtroopers with an outburst of "fear and anger."

In a Feb. 23 op-ed in the Philadelphia Bulletin

entitled "Prisoners of the Nazis," Friedman states:

I knew their (the Nazis') only purpose in planning

such a march was to arouse Jews, get them to
organize rallies and protest meetings, even engage
in violence against them so they will get on the

6:30 and 1 1 o'clock news and in newspapers

across the land. ... But I was trapped. Thirty-four

years after the opening of the death camps in

Europe, Jews can't be at peace if we don't react

strongly . ... There are extremists in the Jewish
community. They would turn to violence to insure

that this will never occur again. 1 don't agree

with their tactics. But I understand why they feel
the way they do. ... I know what has to be done.
But anger and fear need expression too, so, if

there is a march, I'll be at the counterdemonstra

tion. .. , All Jews are prisoners of the Nazis.

The most remarkable thing about this attempt to

at Ramov's home is described as follows: " A bunch of

spread hysteria throughout Philadelphia's Jewish com

jackets were quietly and earnestly discussing guns. Was

leading press in the city had revealed that the rally was

tough-looking young guys in yarmulkas and leather

munity is that the article appeared four days after

a .357 too big? Would a .38 do the job?" In the same
piece the head of JOL security in New York is quoted

a hoax-and, a full week after responsible city officials

people down from New York .... We have six million

headlines which appeared before the AJC issued this

announcing:

"Hey,

we're gonna have

1,000, 2,000

had learned from New York police sources that "James

Guttmann" was in fact Mordecai Levy. Among the

reasons why every one of them is a marked man. We'll

call to arms were: "Is the JOL Behind Nazi Permit,"

"Nazi leader" Levy-Guttmann's host, Ed Ramov, is

the Nazi Flap Crazy?" Friedman thus demonstrated

stand against them." Ironically, in the same article,

quoted warning that the JOL might not wait for the
"
rally to start violence: "We know who they are and

where they are ... if we want to make use of it. ...
There won't be a Nazi or KKK man left alive."

Such theatrics would be ludicrous, if it were not for

"Nazi Rally-Rouser Really Jewish?," "Is Everybody in

that he consciously sought to make every Jew in
Philadelphia a "prisoner" of the Zionist lobby's evil

Gestapo operation.

Part II of "Zionists Tied to 'Nazi' Organizing" will

the terror Levy and Ramov succeeded in spreading

appear in next week's Executive Intelligence Review.

of the Zionist lobby. Ramov is also reported to have

pseudoacademic pursuits as Holocaust studies play in

with support from much of the press and the leadership

"sheltered" representatives from various Maoist and

"left'· gangs in his by now crowded home to discuss
"anti-Nazi" activities. On Feb. 22 members of these
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Among

other

things.

it

will

detail

the

role

such

brainwashing the u.s. Jewish population into supporting
Zionism.
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